
NORTH WHIDBEY FIRE AND RESCUE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
Administration Building, 770 NE Midway Blvd., #1, Oak Harbor, Washington
MINUTES of the Special Meeting on April 4th at 0900

CALL TO ORDER
Chairman Koorn called the meeting to order at 0900. Also, in attendance were Commissioner Goen,
Commissioner Lamont, Chief Kirko, Battalion Chief Swiger, FF Mohisick, Lt. Brandhorst, FF Slothower,
It. Horton, Capt. O’Connor, Battalion Chief Zimmerman, FF R. Rogers, FF D. Rogers, FF Turner, FF
Nelson, William McArthur.

FUTURE PLANNING
Chief Kirko explained that it is difficult extracting information from RMS. Lt. Horton presented some
reports showing the call volume for the last 3 years, 2016, 2017 and 2018 for BLS Transports and Split
Crews. It is estimated to take approximately 4 hours per Split Crew. BLS Transports depend on location
transporting to, From scene to WH 1 ½- 2 hours, Seattle 5-6 hours, Everett 4 hours, Skagit 2-3 hours.

DUTY CREW
Chief Kirko expressed that we have an obligation by law to the fire service not just for BLS services.
Chairman Koorn mentioned that with current numbers it looks to be about 7% of time is spent on WH. Chief
Kirko said that time on transports pulls from fire responsibilities. Asked the question, what else are we
obligated to do? How long do we stay in this contract when we don’t get anything out of it? Volunteers don’t
know how long split crews are and when on a split crew don’t respond. The economy isn’t allowing for high
volunteer time.
Chairman Koorn — what is our desire for Duty Crew, would like to see 4 staff per both station. Weekday is
harder to fill. If we had 2 full-time people day time would it solve the issue of open shifts?
Chief Swiger reported on the number of open shifts — we fill ST22 first. Moving people from ST27 to ST22
as needed. We currently have 80 open shifts for April. 19 Duty Crew Staff and 7 volunteers to sign up for
shifts.

WHIDBEYHEALTH
Chief Kirko recapped the meeting with Roger Meyers the EMS Director with WH. During their meeting they
discussed run volume, attitude among both NWFR and WH. Roger Meyers has major concern on staffing the
stations. They need more assistance with off island transports, would like to possibly use NWFR staff.
Expressed that WH would like to charge NWFR for unstaffed ambulances per the contract. Only one person
on a BLS ambulance is still considered unstaffed. NWFR needs to be paid for WH1 Quarters split crews,
NWFR staff is getting burnt out filling to many shifts.
Chief Kirko presented to the board suggested WH EMS Contract changes. Currently the Duty Crew can’t get
reports done in the rig and must wait until they return to the station. WH requires reports done an hour after
call completion. Without proper equipment in the rig the DC can only do reports at the station. Currently the
hospital is using a server based instead of web-based access, which would allow for reports to be completed
in the ambulance. FF Slothower mentioned Image-trend Elite, posts directly to WH or other agencies.
How do we sustain a viable duty crew program? Commissioner Lamont asked if increasing the salaries
would help? Chief Kirko reported that the wages are comparable to nearby districts but the time it takes to
get to the island and driving distance makes it not worth to fill shifts unless they can sign up for a mm of 24-
hour shift or a residency program. Chief Kirko offered additional duty crew ideas on reduced, limited, and no
changes to the current model. A residency program guarantee’s coverage. Chairman Koorn asked if only one
station which would be best to staff, ST25 or ST22. Chief Kirko reported the call volume from day to night
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is about 50/50.

COMMUNITY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Chief Swiger presented some ideas on a community advisory committee. They would be required to invest
time on the economy and NWFR impacts, what is our future, what does the community want to see from us.
Captain O’Connor mentioned that the Community Pool has a citizen committee that we may be able to
emulate.
What is the future regarding a levy? Could the committee help with that? We would put an ad in the paper
asking for volunteers they would be required to apply with cover letter and resume for interest. Recommend
approximately $ people.

ADJOURN MEETING
• There being no further business and by mutual consent, the special meeting of the Board

adjourned at 1012.
Attest:

6frL4biOa,miy
Amber Damon, Interim Secretary to the Board
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